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About This Document 
The purpose of this document is to give a brief introduction to the Subversion (SVN) revision control 
system to be used by CAVS thrust areas such as the CMD thrust, to give a description of the CAVS 
specific ‘deployment’ such as the layout of the repository and projects, and to describe a few SVN 
clients. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is Subversion? 
Subversion (SVN) is an open source version control system to help manage files (documents, programs, 
etc.).  It includes capabilities to keep track of file and directory revisions, log messages, history, 
comparison of revisions, restoration, and with some types of files merging of revisions.  Version control 
is sometimes referred to as revision control, source control, or source code management (SCM).  

1.2 Why use revision control? 
One of the primary purposes of revision control is to keep a historical log of each version of a file or 
folder or entire project so that any previous version can be retrieved along with text describing the 
purpose of that version.  But, in addition, revision control can serve other purposes such as backup, 
distribution, and collaboration between team members.  Even for a single user or software developer it is 
sometimes necessary to backtrack to a previous version of a file or files if some new source code is 
causing trouble (program crashing, wrong results, etc.) or because of a decision to drop some newly 
added feature or experimental feature which is no longer wanted.  Some type of revision control 
software is increasingly recognized as being necessary for the organization of multi-developer projects, 
whether the team is in one physical location or distributed around the world.  Revision control can serve 
as a backup when local working copies are stored on a different machine than the main revision control 
server.   

2 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to give a brief introduction to the Subversion (SVN) revision control 
system to be used by various CAVS thrust areas such as the CMD thrust.  Some of the examples given 
may reference a specific directory for CMD thrust. 

3 Introduction to Subversion 
SVN is a very popular revision control software and there is a lot of documentation and tutorials on-line.  
Section 3.1 provides ‘recommended’ references, while the rest of this document gives some hints of how 
to get started with SVN. 
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3.1 Useful Links 
Subversion Homepage – 
 http://subversion.tigris.org/ 

SVN Book (online or hardcopy) – **Bookmark this one**  
 If you are new to SVN and/or revision 
control, I highly recommend reading Chapter. 1 and 2. 

 http://svnbook.red-bean.com/ 

Article in Red Hat (Linux) magazine –  
http://www.redhat.com/magazine/010aug05/features/subversion/ 

Article in EE Times about Subversion adoption – 
 http://www.eetimes.com/press_releases/bizwire/showPressRelease.jhtml?articleID=608063&Co
mpanyId=2 

Wikipedia Articles on revision control and Subversion – 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revision_control 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subversion_(software) 

3.2 The SVN Repository 
The repository is a central data store which keeps information in the form of a filesystem tree.  But this 
is different from a typical filesystem in that Subversion remembers every change ever written to the 
repository so that, in addition to retrieving the latest version of a file or directory, you can retrieve a 
version of a file or directory at any time in the past or ask questions about who changed a given file and 
when.  Each time a file, directory, or many files and directories are changed and those changes are 
published (committed) to the repository, a new version number is assigned to represent the state of the 
repository at that time (SVN uses global version numbers, CVS uses version numbers for each file).   
 
Note: Since SVN uses global version numbers, if you do have multiple projects under one repository, a 
commit to any project will increase that global version number, so subsequent commits on a particular 
project won’t necessarily have sequential numbers.  This is fine because you should not really think of 
the version number on a per file basis.  The SVN book says to think of it as “the file as it appears in 
repository version X”. 
 
Many different projects can be stored under one repository.  While you can lay out your repository in 
any way you choose, it is highly recommended that for each project you have a directory called “trunk” 
to hold the main line of development, a directory called “branches” to hold branch copies, and a 
directory called “tags” to hold tag copies.   I will say more about branches and tags later.  In Figure 1,  
revision 0 is the repository immediately after creation with only an empty top-level  folder.  Revision 1 
has a subfolder and three files added, revision 2 has a second subfolder and another file added, etc.   

http://subversion.tigris.org/�
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/�
http://www.redhat.com/magazine/010aug05/features/subversion/�
http://www.eetimes.com/press_releases/bizwire/showPressRelease.jhtml?articleID=608063&CompanyId=2�
http://www.eetimes.com/press_releases/bizwire/showPressRelease.jhtml?articleID=608063&CompanyId=2�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revision_control�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subversion_(software)�
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Figure 1. The repository (courtesy of SVN Book) 

 
 

3.3 Normal Work Cycle 
Suppose we have created a SVN repository in the location file:///path/to/codes/repository/ and 
populated it with two projects, projectA and projectB.  A normal work cycle includes checking out the 
code to create your local working copy, making edits in your working copy, checking in (committing) 
your local changes to put them in the repository, and performing updates to your local working copy to 
bring it up to date with the repository.  Of course, if you are the only person working on a particular 
project, then usually your working copy will reflect what is in the repository immediately after you 
commit your local changes.  SVN is frequently used where there may be many developers working on 
the same project at the same time.  Read the SVN book for more details on this. 
 
Often a developer will check out a project to get their local working copy and keep this local copy for 
many edit/commit/update cycles. 

3.3.1 Checking Out 
You would checkout (retrieve a local private working copy which is often called a sandbox) a subtree of 
the repository by issuing the checkout command (the “$” is the prompt). 

$ svn checkout file:///path/to/codes/repository/projectA/trunk projectAsandbox 

This would create a new folder in your current directory called “projectAsandbox” and place a copy of 
the latest version (say version 23) of all files and subfolders of projectA/trunk from the repository into 
this folder, plus some bookkeeping information for svn stored in folders named “.svn”.  The entire 
subtree gets checked out, no matter how many levels deep.  You can then edit one or more files in your 
sandbox, compiling and testing as needed.   
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3.3.2 Checking In (Commit) 
Once the changes are working and you are ready to publish these changes to everyone else, you use the 
commit command (suppose you changed myfile1.c).  The comment following the –m flag is a log 
message associated with the revision which is stored by svn.  It should be a short but meaningful 
summary of what you changed, and it can be viewed later with “svn log”.  If you do not specify the –m 
flag and a comment, svn will start up your default editor and ask for a log message. 

$ svn commit myfile1.c –m “Added a solver function mysolve().” 
Sending myfile1.c 
Transmitting file data. 
Committed revision 24. 

3.3.3 Update 
Now that you have committed your changes to the repository, any user who checks out projectA will get 
the latest version (24).  If you have a collaborator, Fred, who checked out projectA at the same time as 
you first did (version 23), Fred’s sandbox stays unchanged even after you commit your changes UNTIL 
Fred issues an update command in his sandbox. 

$ pwd 
/home/fred/projectAsandbox 

 
$ svn update 
U    myfile1.c 
Updated to revision 24. 
 

If Fred had simultaneously made changes to myfile1.c in his sandbox, svn can even merge or help merge 
the changes you made and the changes Fred made.  Read chapter 2 of the SVN Book.  The svn update 
command will tell you if conflicts occurred (and won’t delete your changes). 

3.3.4 Other SVN Operations 
Some other commands you should become familiar with are “svn help”, “svn help <command>”, 
“svn log”, “svn annotate”, “svn info”, “svn list”, “svn diff”, and “svn status”.  They are 
explained very well in the SVN Book reference mentioned above.  I might point out that using the 
above commands, it is very easy to answer questions such as “What have I changed in my sandbox?”, 
“How many files have changed in the repository since I last updated?”, “Which files will get updated if I 
issue the svn update command?”, “What was the purpose of revision 24?”, and “How do I undo a 
commit?”. 
In summary: to get an initial working copy from the sandbox you use “svn checkout”, to commit your 
changes from your sandbox to the repository you use “svn commit”, to update your sandbox to the 
latest repository revision you use “svn update”.   Also, note that these three commands do reference 
the repository.  Many of the other commands in the previous paragraph do not normally need to contact 
the repository.  E.g., if in my sandbox I issue the “svn diff” command at the top folder, svn will show 
me the differences of my current files compared to the files at the time of checkout or the last update 
command I issued.  It has this information in the “.svn” folder(s) created when I first checked out my 
sandbox.  Only if I supply some different arguments to the svn diff command will it show me the 
differences with respect to the latest version in the repository (also called the HEAD revision).  
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$ svn diff –r HEAD 

The above command will show the differences with respect to the latest repository version.  Another 
example is the “svn log” command.  “svn log” will show the history of a file or directory, showing 
the revision number, log message, who made the change, and the date and time of the revision.  By 
default, it will show you the log messages for the revision of a file in your sandbox, not the log messages 
from the latest repository revision.  You can give it the additional argument “-r HEAD” to see log 
messages from the latest repository revision. 

$ svn log –r HEAD 

 

3.4 Branches and Tags 
When a software project is released to others, usually it is given a “marketing” version number which 
may have little to do with the revision numbers of the repository.  Tagging and branching are both 
concepts which can assist the management of software releases. 
Tagging the source tree at the time of release associates a meaningful label to the source code at that 
moment in time (a snapshot).  You do not have to remember that version 1.0 of my software is 
repository revision 1524, and version 1.1 is repository revision 1847.  If I were going to release Version 
1 of projectA, it is recommended to tag the code at that moment in time with a meaningful tag (just a 
label or symbolic name) in case I need to go back to Version 1 sometime in the future.  Further 
development will/can take place on the main trunk, but the tagged version is “fixed” and should not be 
changed by anyone.  SVN doesn’t have tags as an elementary concept in the implementation of SVN, 
but it is easily accomplished by policy and organization of the repository (namely by using svn to copy 
the trunk to a new folder “tags” with an appropriate TAG name). 
Branches refer to the concept of branching off from a given point to either perform parallel development 
of code (e.g., different features, experimental features, or features with a long development time).  This 
is parallel to the trunk or main line development.  Also branches are used sometimes for bugfixes to a 
given version of code to be able to generate patchfiles, etc.  For example, if I released version 1 of my 
code (and tag it “1.0” at that time), then sometime later one or more bugs were discovered which need 
correcting and giving to the customers before version 2 of the code is ready for release, I can create a 
branch “1.0-patches” which is a copy of “1.0” and make my bugfixes on that branch.  A patchfile can be 
created from this branch or a new release (which I may choose to tag as “1.0.1”). 

4 Recommended Repository Layout for CAVS Code Repository 
For the CMD group, the location of the repository is 

/cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes 
 

Note: If you look inside this repository directory using normal OS commands (ls on unix, dir on 
windows), you will not directly see the projects you have added or imported to SVN since they are stored 
in a virtual filesystem.  You must use svn commands (such as “svn list”) to view, checkout, or perform 
operations on this virtual filesystem. 
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As mentioned earlier, it is recommended that each project have a “trunk”, “branches”, and “tags” 
directory.    So the layout of the repository located at “/cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes” would 
look something like the following: 
 

/ 
 dmgfit/ 
  trunk/ 
  tags/ 
  branches/ 
 imageanalyzer/ 
  trunk/ 
  tags/ 
  branches/ 
 crashsimulator/ 
  trunk/ 
  tags/ 
  branches/ 

 
Trunk contains the very latest main line of development and would be where most developers or 
programmers would checkout their sandbox from.  Tags would be where copies of released versions of 
the software (copied from the trunk at the moment of release) reside.  Don’t worry about making a copy 
of a big source tree (using the svn copy command) and putting it in the tags directory because SVN 
doesn’t actually keep a full copy of all files… it stores deltas of what differs from one repository 
revision to the next.  A copy may just simply be an entry that a new directory was added which is a 
complete copy of the trunk at given time. 
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4.1 Bringing a project to a Subversion repository 
Let’s suppose that the dmgfit project is in Ric’s home directory (and not yet in the SVN repository) and 
has the following files and directories and that the above repository layout has already been created: 
 

dmgfit/ 
 README.txt 
 doc/ 
  dmgfit.pbs 
  TechnicalGuide.pdf 
  README.doc.txt 
  compileHowTo 
  UserGuide.pdf 
 src/ 
  README.src.txt 
  main.c 
  libst.a 
  header.h 
  libsh.so 
 examples/ 
  inputParameters 
  outputResults 
  README.examples.txt 
 

To bring dmgfit into SVN: 
$ cd /home/ric 
$ svn import dmgfit file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/trunk \ 
     -m “Initial import of dmgfit project.” 
 

For further details on preparing a project for the CMD code repository, please refer to a companion 
document by Florina Ciorba entitled “Cyberinfrastructure-based Repository of Codes: Template for 
Individual Project Folder Organization and Content Description”, CAVS Report 
MSU.CAVS.CMD.2010-R0001.  
 
Note:  If you do not specify the –m <log message> on the command line, svn will attempt to start up an 
editor (usually the ‘vi’ editor is the default on Unix but you may specify the editor of your choice… see 
the svn book).  At present this cmd code repository is setup to require a non-empty log message, so 
please put a short meaningful message.  The commit (or import) will fail if the log message is empty.  It 
may fail for other reasons such as permissions issues or failure to update your local working copy 
before committing a file which another user has changed and committed.  
 
Now you can list what is in that repository location with 

$ svn list file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/trunk 
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4.2 Working with the Repository 
For Ric to start further development of this code, he must first checkout a copy of the code (remember 
what was in his home directory was not a working copy from SVN).  So Ric can type: 

$ svn checkout file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/trunk 

This will create a directory called “trunk” in his home directory.  If Ric prefers his sandbox to have a 
more meaningful name than trunk (say dmgSandbox), he can specify the name after the URL as: 

$ svn checkout file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/trunk dmgSandbox 

Now Ric can work on dmgfit in his sandbox, committing changes to the repository when desired.   
 
Note:  You should use svn commands whenever possible to do things like delete, copy, or 
rename(move) a file or folder in your sandbox, NOT your operating system commands, since that is the 
way svn can keep track of your changes.  To create a new file, you can use your favorite editor to create 
it, then “svn add mynewfile.c” to inform svn about it.  The next commit after “svn add” will bring the 
file to the repository. 

4.3 Making a tag 
Let us further suppose that the dmgfit example mentioned above and imported to the repository has been 
released as Version 1.  To tag the trunk of dmgfit, we can do the following: 

$ svn copy file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/trunk \ 
 file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/tags/1.0.0 \ 
 -m “Tagging the 1.0.0 release of the ‘dmgfit’ project.” 

As a policy, nobody should ever put anything in the tags directory except a copy from somewhere else 
(usually the trunk, but sometimes a branch).  If someone checks out the “dmgfit/tags/1.0.0” location, 
makes some changes, then commits those changes, then 1.0.0 doesn’t stay as a true snapshot of the 
Version 1 release.  (Such an action, if performed accidentally, can be undone.  Read the SVN Book.) 

4.4 Making a branch 
Now suppose that dmgfit version 1.0.0 was released three months ago and work on version 2.0.0 is well 
underway (work is proceeding on the dmgfit/trunk).  Some external user reports a critical error which 
needs a bug fix immediately and cannot wait for version 2.0.0 to be released next year.  We will create a 
branch to hold this bug fix from the tagged version 1.0.0 and not from the trunk because of the version 
2.0.0 work already being committed there. 

$ svn copy file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/tags/1.0.0 \ 
 file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/dmgfit/branches/1.0.0_patches \ 
 -m “Creating branch 1.0.0_patches for ‘dmgfit’ bug fixes.” 

When the bug fix is completed, we may choose to tag this new version 1.0.1.  Also when the time is 
appropriate, this bug fix should also be merged into the trunk.  Read the SVN Book. 

5 Subversion Clients for Windows Users 
Several Subversion clients are available to give access to the Subversion commands.  TortoiseSVN is a 
nice client which adds commands to the Windows Explorer context menu and adds some new icons to 
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show status.  The Eclipse IDE has a plug-in called Subclipse which adds svn capabilities to Eclipse.  
Also command line clients are available for use with the MS command prompt (DOS) window.  Most of 
the examples shown in the SVN book are command line examples. 

5.1 TortoiseSVN – A Subversion client, implemented as a Windows shell 
extension 

TortoiseSVN (http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org/) is a free open-source client for the Subversion version 
control system that integrates seamlessly into the Windows shell. It is intentionally developed as an 
extension for Windows Explorer. All subversion commands (checkout, update, commit, browse 
repository, branch, tag, etc.) are available from the explorer context menu. The status of every versioned 
file and folder (unchanged, modified, new, etc.) is indicated by a small overlay icon. You see right away 
what the status of your working copy is. 

 
 

5.1.1 Download and Install 
Download TortoiseSVN from http://tortoisesvn.net/downloads. Select the appropriate installer for your 
PC operating system (32-bit or 64-bit). Then run the installer. 

http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org/�
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5.1.2 Connect to the Repository 
These instructions assume you are on the HPC2 network.  We will use ssh to access the repository, so 
you should have or install an ssh client.  Find where your ssh executable is installed.  Usually it will be 
named “ssh.exe” or “ssh2.exe”. 
 
Make sure you can connect to the HPC server Titan using ssh by something like the following method: 
 
Open a command prompt window (StartAll ProgramsAccessoriesCommand Prompt) and enter  

$ cd <location of ssh executable> 
$ ssh2 username@titan.hpc.msstate.edu 

On my machine it is the following: 
$ cd C:\Program Files\SSH Communications Security\SSH Secure Shell 
$ ssh2 henley@titan.hpc.msstate.edu 

then enter your password when prompted.  If you cannot successfully get a Titan prompt, try a different 
method or ask someone who knows how to use ssh for help.  If you can login to Titan, that establishes 
that you do have an ssh client and you are able to use it to login to Titan.  Remember the location of the 
ssh executable as it will be needed shortly. 
 
On Titan, try the following command: 

$ svn help 

If it succeeds, you already have the svn commands in your path.  If not you need to add a line to the 
beginning of your startup file for the shell you are using.  It is most likely the bash shell so your startup 
file will be in your home directory and named “.bashrc”.  Add the line “swsetup subversion”, save 
and exit.  Ask someone for help if you cannot accomplish this by yourself.  Log out and try to log in to 
Titan once again and check to see if you can successfully execute “svn help” now. 
 
You can logout from Titan by typing Control-D or exit. 
 
This may be sufficient to checkout a project, so you may proceed to the next section to the paragraph 
beginning with “To checkout a project”.  If it gives an error about not able to find “ssh”, then try these 
instructions.  Open Windows Explorer and go to some location on your C: drive (such as My 
Documents).  Right-click, then select “TortoiseSVNSettings”.  In the left panel of the popup window, 
click on “Network”, then specify the “SSH client” location which you determined in the above 
instructions and click “Ok”.  
 

5.1.3 Browse the Repository and Checkout a Project 
At this time, using the “svn+ssh” protocol to access a remote repository may require frequent typing of 
your password for the remote machine (in this case titan.hpc.msstate.edu) for some operations like 
repository browsing from TortoiseSVN.  Unless you have an ssh which caches your password, browsing 
the repository is possible but not really recommended using TortoiseSVN.  You are welcome to try, just 
be ready to type your password several times.  There are other ways to browse the repository if you 
need/want to, such as logging in to Titan and issuing a command 

mailto:username@titan.hpc.msstate.edu�
mailto:henley@titan.hpc.msstate.edu�
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$ svn list file:///cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes 

 to see a list of the projects.  However, checking out a project should only require the password once or 
twice, and, once it is checked out, you can work on the project as much as you like without necessarily 
having to access the repository. 
 
To checkout a project, open Windows Explorer and go to the desired location where you want the local 
copy created.  This will be where your checkout directory (local copy or sandbox) will get created by the 
checkout procedure. 
Right-click, then select "SVN Checkout..." 
Enter the following as the “URL of repository” 
svn+ssh://<yourlogin>@titan.hpc.msstate.edu/cavs/cmd/data2/svnrepos/cmdcodes/<proje
ct>/trunk 
 [replace <yourlogin> with your Titan (HPC/CAVS) login and replace <project> with the project you 
wish to checkout] 
For this example, the project is MC_gui. 
Enter "C:\MC_gui_sandbox" for "Checkout directory:" 
Click "OK" 
You should now have a working copy of the project in the checkout directory! 

5.1.4 More information on TortoiseSVN 
Just click Help anytime on the TortoiseSVN window for context-sensitive help. This will open the Help 
file at the appropriate location. 

5.2 Eclipse IDE with Subclipse 
The Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (supporting Java, C/C++, Fortran, and other 
languages) has a plug-in “Subclipse” which serves as a Subversion client.  See the websites 
http://www.eclipse.org and http://subclipse.tigris.org for more information.  If you install the 
“Subclipse” SVN plug-in and related packages from the subclipse URL, in Eclipse you can change the 
SVN interface to SVNKit which caches your password and doesn’t require frequent prompting for the 
password.  Look under the menu WindowPreferences, expand the Team item, then click on SVN to 
see General SVN settings and change the SVN interface to SVNKit. 

5.3 Windows Command line Client for Subversion 
There are several command line clients available for Subversion.  One of these is from the Subversion 
developers and can be found at the Subversion http://subversion.tigris.org website. 

http://www.eclipse.org/�
http://subclipse.tigris.org/�
http://subversion.tigris.org/�
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